Incident Response and GDPR

Andrew Cormack, Chief Regulatory Adviser (@Janet_LegReg)
“Incident Response: Protecting Individual Rights Under the GDPR”

• Data Protection law requires incident response
• Incident Response incentives strongly aligned with Data Protection ones
• Information Sharing can be OK, too
  • Check you don’t share more widely than risk magnitude justifies
  • But again, incentives well aligned

The Prequel
2020: Incident Detection/Logfiles

“Processing Data to Protect Data: Resolving the Breach Detection Paradox”

• Data Protection law requires incident detection
• Purpose: either standalone or part of service – can meet conditions for both
• Necessity: start from processes, be realistic about ancient history
• Safeguards: IR needs at least as strong as DP
• Automation: a safeguard! Could even argue it’s necessary…
• Incident Prevention: regulators want it in practice, if muddled in theory
• Not just “compliant”, should be “expected” 😊

Lesetipp zum Wochenende:

"Processing Data to Protect Data: Resolving the Breach Detection Paradox"

von @Janet_LeggReg in der aktuellen Ausgabe von @SCRIPTed_JrnI

script-ed.org/article/proces...
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